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September   20,   2020  

 

Happy   Week   of   September   20th   Everyone,  

I   hope   you   all   had   an   incredible   week.   Have   you   ever   played   a   game   and   wanted   a   “do   over”?  
Have   you   ever   watched   a   sporting   event   and   wished   your   team   could   have   a   “do   over”?   Have  
you   ever   gotten   to   a   point   in   life   where   you   wished   we   could   just   start   again?   This   is   truly   a   very  
common   theme.   The   older   you   get   sometimes   the   more   one   really   wants   a   do   over.   Can   we   ever  
truly   get   one?  

We   reference   a   lot   of   Eckhart   Tolle   in   our   newsletters.   Eckhart   Tolle   teaches   the   principle   that  
now   is   what   is   most   important.   If   we   can   all   stay   in   the   now,   life   would   be   better.   The   teaching  
does   make   sense.   You   cannot   change   the   past   and   you   cannot   control   the   future.   We   can   only  
exist   in   the   present.   Also,   if   you   are   always   focusing   on   the   past   and   future,   you   miss   where   you  
are   in   the   moment.   It   is   hard,   sometimes,   to   not   daydream   about   what   life   would   be   like   if   we  
could   just   have   made   different   decisions   in   the   past.   Gosh,   what   would   the   future   be   like   if   only  
we   did   something   else.   The   hard   truth   is   that   we   cannot   go   backwards,   no   matter   how   much   we  
may   want   to.  

Does   that   mean   that   there   are   no   “do   overs”?   This   is   both   correct   and   incorrect.   We   can   start   over  
whenever   we   want.   As   long   as   there   is   life,   you   can   make   a   change.   You   can   shift   courses.   You  
can   take   a   stand   and   become   the   person   you   wish   to   be.   Nutrition   experts   often   say   that   a   change  
in   eating   habits   is   best   started   on   a   Monday.   New   week,   new   you.   We   just   experienced   a   New  
Moon.   What   a   perfect   opportunity   to   start   a   new.   The   ego   mind   would   have   you   trapped   in   the  
past   or   obsess   about   the   future.   We   at   mindFULL   me   believe   that   the   ego   mind   is   wrong.   You   are  
only   trapped   because   you   do   not   believe   that   change   is   possible.   This   New   Moon,   let’s   start   with  
that.   You   are   never   trapped   in   the   past;   you   are   the   present.   You   control   the   present   and   how   you  
choose   to   reach   for   tomorrow.  

MindFULL   me   brings   a   fantastic   week.   Ryan   will   bring   us   a   mediation   tomorrow   on   starting  
anew.   Align   Your   Mind   will   give   us   a   lot   to   ponder,   which   is   always   fun.   We   encourage   everyone  
to   discover   School   Tools   on   our   website   for   2-4-minute   mindful   activities   for   all   of   us   to   enjoy.  
Please   log   onto   mindFULLme.org   where   you   will   find   LOTS   of   topics   to   explore.  

We   invite   you   to   email   us   suggestions   on   our   website,   mindFULLME.org   for   podcast   and  
meditation   topics.   Please   visit   mindFULLME.org,   at   Apple   Podcasts,   Google   Play,   Spotify,   or  
wherever   you   get   your   podcasts,   as   well   as   YouTube.   Please   do   not   forget   to   like   and   subscribe!  
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Most   importantly,   thank   you   to   all   who   have   liked,   subscribed   and   followed   us.  
MindFULLME.org   is   ever   growing   and   expanding.   Please   continue   to   Heal   with   Us   and   Empty  
Your   Glass.  

The   mindFULL   me   Board  
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